• Welcome!
• NOTES:
  o Please check your NAU email account, your Dana account, from now on. It came with your acceptance letter. Call student services at 317-6443 if you don’t know what it is
  o Bookmark and check this site regularly:  http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~wjk4/
  o If the FALL portion of your intended schedule of classes deviates from the plan below, please email me soon. For deviations that will occur after this fall, we will do advisement 10/16 to 10/20.

• Brief Purpose of Meeting: Fall scheduling, and secondarily, to map out your 2-3 year plan

• Typical 2-year Plan w/ 3 courses per term (School Track)
  - Fall 2006: EPS 601, EPS 580*, EPS 525**
  - Spring 2007: EPS 660, EPS 594, EPS 634
  - Summer 2007: EPS 661, EPS 622, EPS 670
  - Fall 2007: EPS 692, EDR 610, EPS 620
  - Spring 2008: EPS 694, EPS 664, EPS 690
  - May 15, 2008: Graduate! Wait for transcript from NAU, and send it immediately to AZ DOE for certification!

* if you took a course like EPS 580 (Human Development across the lifespan) as a graduate student OR undergrad over the past few years, you can substitute EPS 611 or EPS 601 for 580). 611 is on Thursday nights this fall, 1st 8 weeks
** IF you took an grad stats course at NAU in the past few years with Montopoli or Barcomb, or a similar course at another accredited university elsewhere at the 500 (or more) level, you can transfer it in for this degree.

• Typical 3 year plan with 3-4 courses per term (Community Counseling)
  o Program can take 2 years IF you take 3-4 courses per term, 3 or more years if you take less.
  o If you want to go on the fast track, consider this plan:
    - Fall 2006: EPS 601, EPS 592, EPS 580*, EPS 525**
    - Spring 2007: EPS 660, EPS 690, EPS 625
    - Summer 2007: EPS 661, EPS 670, EPS 680
    - Fall 2007: EPS 692, 610, EPS 620
    - Spring 2008: EPS 694, EPS 664, EPS 737, EPS 621 (elective)
    - Summer 2008: EPS 622 (elective)
    - When you can: EPS 610 OR 611; EPS 591, EPS 605, EDR 610

* if you took a course like EPS 580 (Human Development across the lifespan) as a graduate student OR undergrad over the past few years, you can jump immediately to EPS 610 or EPS 611.
**IF you took an grad stats course at NAU in the past few years with Montopoli or Barcomb, or a similar course at another accredited university elsewhere at the 500 (or more) level, you can transfer it in for this degree.

• Next Meetings
  o EPS 601, Theories, starts on Monday, August 28th, at 4:30, in AC 213
  o Other classes begin that week as well. For registration questions, contact student services
  o Orientation by Dr. Mellott, the Ed Psych Chair, and I, are set for 3:30 promptly on 9/11, an hour before EPS 601 begins, in AC 213.
  o Next formal advisement meetings will take place for all School/Community students during the week of October 16th to 20th. Will make appts for this during EPS 601
  o Please read the welcome letter for additional details (posted on my website)